1. Lister, Anthony [Street Art]. VNA 19. Very Nearly Almost, 2012. Limited edition UK-based independent magazine featuring Australian street artist Anthony Lister, with a screen-printed cover designed by Lister, four limited edition postcards, one sticker, and a screen-printed envelope (lightly wrinkled). Magazine and contents fine. Limited to 150 copies. This is number 76. The 14-page feature on Lister shows his studio, while focusing on topics such as what Lister views as his demons and inspirations, how he views a life on the road, and what he thinks of "Authority." Lister is highly regarded in the contemporary art scene for his constantly provocative and evolving style. [57296] $200

The article titled "Obey the Giant," captures the intelligent and hugely passionate street artist's willingness to speak candidly about his work, inspirations, the art scene, and his woes concerning his controversial AP legal case involving appropriation and fair use. Fairey, much like Banksy, is known for embedding his socially-conscious themes into his prints, murals, stickers and posters, which he places in public places. He is perhaps best known for his 2008 "Hope" campaign which portrays the then-presidential candidate Barack Obama.
3. [Street Art] [Contemporary Art]. **VNA 31 Signed Limited Edition Screen-Printed Box Set Featuring CYRCLE.** Very Nearly Almost. UK-based independent magazine VNA 31 Limited Edition screen-printed box set (lightly worn) featuring a sleeve designed by CYRCLE, which when unfolded reveals a front and back printed issue of VNA 31, hand-signed by CYRCLE on the front wrap. Number 64 in an edition limited to 150. [57300] **$400**

*Included in this cleverly designed set is a pack of 4 die cut CYRCLE stickers and a hand-cast Pewter ORDER/CHAOS Lenticular Ring, aka "Brass Knuckles." When one looks at the ring diagonally, it reads CHAOS one way and ORDER the other, highlighting the nature of duality that Los Angeles-based duo CYRCLE explore in their work.*
Terms & Conditions: Advance reservation suggested. All items subject to prior sale. Please contact us to reserve an item (see contact information below). All items may be examined at our bookshop, which is open from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., Monday-Saturday, Sunday from 12 p.m. to 5 p.m., or by special arrangement. All items are guaranteed authentic and as described. Items may be returned for a full refund within ten days, with prior notification. Prices are in U.S. Dollars, payment with order. Regular customers may expect their usual terms. Institutions will be accommodated according to their needs. We accept, cash, check, wire transfer, PayPal, Visa, MasterCard, Discover, and American Express. Shipping charges are $5.00 for the first item, and $1.00 for each additional item. All other shipping, including expedited shipping and large items, will be billed at cost. Utah residents, please account for 7.75% sales tax.